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WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY
On the occasion of World Environment Day on 5th June 2019, our volunteers organized a rally
raising slogans on saving the planet and protecting the environment by planting more
trees. Total number of volunteers participating in the rally is 45.

No. of students participated: 45









INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY
International yoga day was celebrated on June 21st 2019 by NSS unit – I,II,III & IV in college
premises. In this program, NSS Co-ordinator Dr.Ramulu was invited as Chief Guest. Yoga
trainer, Retired professor Venkata Rajaiah of Osmania University has graced the occasion and
made the volunteers practice yoga. He demonstrated various asanas and explained the
importance of yoga in our day to day life. College Principal Dr. G.Yadagiri said that Yoga is the
only way in today’s life to be healthy physically and mentally. To face today’s challenging
lives, we definitely need to take support of yoga.





No. of volunteers participated: 50







SWACHH BHARAT

As part of Swachh Bharat program, NSS Regional Co-ordinator Dr. Rama Krishna, Uppala
Tharuni, M.Ramulu, have attended a program at GDCW Begumpet. NSS regional
Co-Ordinator Dr.Ramakrishna said that everyone must practice personal hygiene. As part of
Swachh Bharat program, GDCW Begumpet has organized 3 days awareness programs on
cleanliness. Dr.Ramakrishna said it is the privilege of NSS volunteers that they are involved in
service towards our country. He also said that every volunteer must inculcate this habit of
service in them and be a role model to youth. Begumpet Corporator Uppala Tharuni said she
liked NSS very much but due to unavoidable circumstances she couldn’t join NSS during her
graduation in college.



NSS Regional Co-ordinator addressing the gathering on swachh Bharat.

Begumpet Corporator Kumari Uppala Taruni addressing the gathering on swachh Bharat.

No. of volunteers participated: 43







WORKSHOP ON CYBER SECURITY
A Workshop on cyber security was organized at Khairtabad by police dept on 23rd July 2019.
In this program they have invited Mr Rakshit Tandon who is an eminent personality in the
field of cyber crimes.major issues of cyber crimes and possible solutions were discussed
followed by an interaction session with the students. Our volunteers (37) actively
participated in the program and interaction.



No. of volunteers participated: 37





SWACHHTA PAKHWADA (AUGUST 1ST TO 15TH 2019)

On august 1st 2019, Swachhta Pakhwada program by the order of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, from August 1st to 15th this program was conducted. The staff and NSS volunteers
have pledged that they will maintain cleanliness in their surroundings. In this program,
Principal Dr.G.Yadagiri sir said we have to create awareness among people regarding
cleanliness. Protection of the environment is a major task before us in the present times. He
insisted that India’s future is dependent on today’s youth, so he said the swachhta Pakhwada
program initiated by the central Government must be conducted on a bigger scale.







Volunteers cleaning Classroom as Part of swacchta Pakwada program



No. of volunteers participated: 35





PACCHADANAM – PARISHUBHRATHA
On 3rd august 2019, NSS volunteers have created awareness on cleanliness and greenliness.
In this program Principal Dr. G.Yadagiri had addressed the volunteers and advised that all
members of each and every family must and should plant a tree and take its responsibility to
water and take care of it.





No. of volunteers participated: 45







PRAKRUTHI SAMRAKSHNA – MANAVA JEEVANAM
On 6th September 2019, Volunteers created awareness on “Prakruthi samrakshana – manava
jeevanam”. As a part of this program, volunteers have conducted rallies in nearby slums and
raised slogans. As a part of this program, Principal Dr. G. Yadagiri said that water should be
conserved in addition to planting more saplings, constructing sunken pits and avoiding
plastic can make our environment good. In this program 37 volunteers have participated.

No. of

volunteers participated: 57







NSS DAY
NSS day on 24th september 2019 was grandly celebrated by inviting Honourable Minister for
Tribal, Women & Child Welfare, Govt. of Telangana as Chief Guest, Sri. Madavaram Krishna
Rao, MLA, of Kukatpally as Guest of Honour, Kumari Uppala Taruni, Corporator, Begumpet
division as guests for the program. In this program minister Satyavathi Rathod has said that
NSS has an important role in social service. As NSS has completed 50 years of its inception,
its golden jubilee was celebrated grandly. The Minister has said that NSS is working very well
on issues like literacy, cleanliness, planting trees, and saving the environment. In this
program 94 volunteers have participated.





No. of volunteers participated: 94











PLASTIC WASTE – SRAMADHAN
Khairatabad circle deputy commissioner Geetha Radhika said we should stop plastic
pollution. In this awareness program he said that compared to other materials, disposable
materials are being harmful to the environment. Plastic of less than 50 microns has to be
banned. He said regular awareness programs are being conducted by GHMC in these lines.
He also suggested that people while going to market should carry a carry bag thereby
reducing the usage of plastic bags. In this program AMHO Bhargav Narayana, ZEK colony
Federation chief administrator and others took part.

No. of volunteers participated: 19





GANDHI JAYANTHI

SWACHHTA HI SEVA 2019 (A massive community Mobilization for Plastic waste Shramdaan
and curbing of Single Use Plastic (SUPs))

As per the directions of Regional Directors and the coordinator NSS OU, On the
occasion of Gandhi Jayanthi all the volunteers from unit I,II,III & IV have participated in
various activities.

The programme was initiated with a salute to father of nation on his 150th birth
Anniversary by special guest Coordinator Dr,Ramulu sir NSS OU, Principal sir Dr.G,Yadagiri sir
and NSS POs and unit II NSS volunteers.Later the volunteers marched a rally through the
streets of Begumpet creating awareness about non usage of plastic and accumulated the
plastic waste on the roads in the bags and kept at the place where municipalities collect it
for an effective disposal.The volunteers thus participated in FIT INDIA Plog Run participating
in a dual activity of jogging and collecting plastic waste from the Roads.

No. of students participated: 50







EKTA DIWAS

On 31st October NSS volunteers of all 4 Units participated in a rally on National Unity. Sardar
Vallabhai Patel views must be taken by the youth of this country. As a part of this program
students have taken oath that whatever be the consequences, they remain united and fight
united.

No. of NSS volunteers participated: 49







AIDS DAY
On 1st December AIDS day was celebrated by NSS UNIT-1, 2, 3, 4. In this program NSS
Co-ordinator Dr.M.Ramulu had addressed the volunteers and said that when youth is
healthy then the country can be healthy. He said as in these days youth are getting diverted
and indulging in unhealthy practices and as a result they are being caught by dangerous
diseases such as AIDS. He said that it is the duty of NSS volunteers to spread awareness for
youth regarding this disease and make our country AIDS free.



No. of students participated : 68





EK BHARAT – SHRESHTA BHARAT



As part of Ek bharat – Shreshtha Bharat program, rangoli competition was held for NSS
volunteers on 28th December 2019. Under this EK BHARAT - SHRESHTA BHARAT, GDCW
Begumpet is tied up with C.H.Ishwar Singh Kanya University, Fatehpur Pundri college and
their students also participated in this rangoli competition. This program is meant for
exchange of culture and tradition of both states. As part of this, our Volunteers have shown
the culture and tradition of Telangana state in their rangoli presentations. In this Program,
Prizes were distributed for winners. In this program 22 volunteers have participated. ``

AWARENESS PROGRAM ON CORONAVIRUS
On 29th February 2020, an awareness program was organized by the Department of
Microbiology in collaboration with NSS all units volunteers. In this program, students have



taken rallies and raised slogans for preventive measures of coronavirus. Then we visited
Govt. High School, Begumpet and explained to them about the threat of CORONA and how
to protect ourselves from this deadly virus. Preventive Measures to get protected from this
infection.

                                          

No. of students participated: 40









NSS-UNIT-I SPECIAL CAMP - 2019-2020
Village:Kanukunta; Mandal:Gummadidala;
District:Sangareddy GOVERNMENT DEGREE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN BEGUMPET,
HYDERABAD.
(Dates of the camp 03-02-2020 to 09-02-2020)

FINAL REPORT OF SPECIAL CAMP:-

The Government Degree College for Women, Begumpet, Hyderabad -
NSS-UNIT-I SPECIAL CAMP AT Kanukunta Village: Gummadidala Mandal, Sangareddy
District. Telangana state.







DAY-1
Date : 03-02-2020.
Activity : Inaugural Function.

The programme started with all the volunteers and village representatives .The Chief Guest
was Smt . B Neelamma Anjaiah,Sarpanch.
Sri Govardhan Reddy,Upasarpanch.
Sri N Manjula Venkatesh Goud, Vice MPP. Smt. Swapna, Field Assistant.
Smt. Kalpana, Representative of Women Organization.
Programme started with a devotional song by B.Kavita and K.Yamini. Welcome address by all
the Grama Panchayat members including Ward members. They assured the success of the
seven day camp with their support and cooperation.

Requesting to Village Representatives to help our Volunteers to complete the camp.



Inaugural session group photo.

DAY-2
Date : 04-02-2020.
Activity : 1)NSS rally throughout the village.
2)Awareness programme on women's health and economical conditions of the village at
Sthree Shakthi Bhavan.
We have conducted a NSS rally from Gram Panchayath all along the village with slogans
related to girl child education,environmental protection etc,.

Starting Rally from Grama Panchayat Office.



Visiting Primary School:

Interaction with School students.

on Rally some of the Village people received well and interaction photos with them.Shankar
and his mother.

Stree Shakti Bhavan with Ward members

Interaction with Stree Shakti Bhawan Office bearers.
Awareness was created among the women representatives of the village by the volunteers.
They brought about awareness about the most affecting cancers in women i.e, cervical and



breast cancers,their preventive measures,identification and cure. This session also dealt with
the food nutrition, the quantity and quality of food to be taken to lead a healthy life.

DAY-3
Date : 05-02-2020.
Activity : 1)Survey programme.
2)Wall painting.
We prepared 10 questions on village social and cultural background
collected 100 samples The population of the village is more than
3000.
SURVEY ANALYSIS :

Survey was conducted considering 100 families in the village. When asked about the
disadvantages of plastic 60% of them were aware of the scenario and about 36% were not
unaware of it.Despite knowing the disadvantages of plastic they were using it.when both the
perspectives of producers and consumers is taken into consideration,shopkeepers blame
consumers by saying that products are available in plastic packaging itself.Next,when
surveyed about whether washrooms are there in their houses,91% of them gave an
affirmative answer and 9% were not using washrooms.But the thing is the houses which
have washrooms are present,the people are not using them and defecating in open
grounds.When asked about segregating dry and wet waste,66% of them knew about it and
were following it, 31% of them knew about it but were not following it and 3% of them did
not know about it.When asked about ‘Beti Bachao Beti Padhao’ Campaign launched by our
government of india on 22nd of january 2015,only 41% of them were aware of it which is
very disappointing, 53% of them were not aware of it and 5% of them just heard of it but
had no complete details about it. When asked about the government launched scheme
“SUKANYA SAMRIDDHI YOJANA '' only 37% of them knew about it which is alarmingly very
low and should be utilised , 61% of them are not aware of it.When moving on,when asked
about usage of chemical fertilisers and organic fertilisers like manure 55% of them knew
about it but many of them were not able to use organic fertilisers like manure because of



decrease in domestic animals like cows due to which availability of dung to make manure is
decreased. Even if people are aware of the use of natural fertilisers ,they are not able to use
them because environmental factors are acting as barriers to eradicate this problem.The
government should take appropriate steps to increase ghoshala and provide fodder to feed
them ,to increase the number of dairy farms. Our government of telangana initiated the
project ‘MISSION KAKATIYA’ to increase the irrigation facilities.When parents were asked
whether they joined their children in government schools only 54% of them joined in
government schools,36% of them preferred the private institutions.To answer all the
unanswered questions like ‘Why people use plastics?Why are people not using
washrooms?Why are people not building drywells?Why parents are not preferring girl
education? Why are they not investing m,oney on their girl child? Why are people using
chemical fertilisers instead of organic fertilisers? People need to be educated .In the survey
only 30% of the families are there in which all the family members are educated. If the
education percentage increases then all the other percentages would be increased..People
will have the knowledge behind all the questions above. When they will come to know that
it takes thousand years for the plastic to decompose,the use of plastic will decrease.When
will know that defecating in open areas will generate mosquitoes,will increase the spread of
diseases then construction and usage of washrooms will increase.When people will know
that if dry and wet waste are mixed ,they end up in landfills creating greenhouse gases that
are harmful to the environment .Segregation helps to divert the waste from the landfills
ensuring that they are recycled properly,then separating of waste increases .When people
will know the importance of girl child education,how a girl can educate a family leading to
whole generation then people will consider both girls and boys education equally.When
people will understand the importance of girl’s education ,then they will start to invest
money in her to provide her a better life .A minimum of 250 Rupees must be deposited in
the account initially according to sukanya samriddhi account/yojana.The account allows 50%
withdrawal at the age of 18 for higher education purpose .The account reaches maturity
after time period of 21 years from date of opening it. Deposits in the account can be made
till the completion of 15 years,from the date of the opening of the account .When people
will understand the health related issues caused by chemical fertilizers ,then they will start
producing and using organic fertilizers.When people will understand the importance of
education ,then they will start sending their children to school increasing the
literacy.Education is the binding factor to all the problems .This will enable a person to know
one’s own leaders.Therefore we can conclude that education is directly proportional to the
development of one’s country.Therefore our government should take appropriate steps to
increase the quality and facilities in education.



WALL PAINTING: Volunteers have painted a few thought provoking and message oriented
pictures on the walls of the post office and Government primary school.Some of the pictures
include “BETI BACHAO,BETI PADHAO”, water conservation , Swachh Bharat, Save trees,No
plastic, 3R’s, reduce pollution.Camp Visited by NSS Officials Sri M Ramakrishna Regional
Director, Telangana and Andhra Pradesh, Ministry of Youth Affairs , Government of India, and
Dr. M. Ramulu, NSS, Programme Coordinator , Osmania University, Hyderabad.creating
awareness among the villagers by NSS volunteers by Wall Painting the Significance of Water
Tree plantation.



DAY-4
Date : 06-02-2020.
Activity : 1)Medical camp
2)Tree plantation
The NSS State coordinator AP and Telangana Sri M Ramakrishna and NSS Programme
Coordinator Dr M Ramulu visited the camp.

Medical Camp: The Medical council of the camp consisted of P. Vijaychandra (MBBS
MD-Medical officer) Uma Shankar(Pharmacist)Manzoor Ali (Lab Technician)Shoba(Staff
Nurse). The medical camp started with the general check up along with the basic tests like
B.P Test,Sugar test and weight check up.The Asha group workers also took initiative to take
part and help in the medical camp and cooperated with the NSS Volunteers.After the
general check up, and basic tests , medicines were prescribed accordingly.Volunteers were
involved in weight check up and sending the patients according to their token numbers.71
Patients have attended the medical health check up.The camp ended on a peaceful note.



List of Patients of Medical Camp and authorised by Mandal Revenue Officer, Gunmadidala
Mandal. Plantation : Sri Ramakrishna and Dr. M. Ramulu visited the camp,addressed the
gathering with their inspirational speech about the activities to be done for the welfare of
the society as a part of NSS.It continued with the NSS Flag Hoisting by Sri Ramakrihsna and
Dr.M.Ramulu followed by NSS song and Parade by volunteers.Later the dignitaries planted
the saplings near the Indira Gandhi statue in the mid village depicting the haritha haram and
they have visited our place of accomodation .

DAY-5
Date : 07-02-2020.
Activity : 1)Cancer Awareness camp organised by NGO(Swapnika
Reha) 2)Tree plantation and cultural programme.
The programme started with the addressing of Smt Mahalakshmi(Swapika Reha NGO).It was
a awareness program with Dr.Geetha Sushma as the speaker of the program.They created
awareness about the general health of women in which they emphasized mostly on the
cervical and breast cancer.They clearly demonstrated how breast cancer can be detected in
the initial stages and how can it be treated.They gave a clear information about menstrual
hygiene and how to reduce the risk of cervical cancers.Dr.Geetha Sushma also cleared some
personal douts of the women present there.The NGO had also distributed Sanitary Napkins
and instructed the usage of biodegradable napkins among the women in the village.They



also distributed ORS indicating its use in summer season and banana as a instant energy
source.

DAY -6
Date : 08-02-2020
Activity : Visiting Government Primary and High Schools.
We have visited the high school first and created awareness regarding the
plantation,importance of greenery,global warming,water conservation,effects of Mobile
Radiation,Reduce the use of plastic with the pictorial representation through charts for
better understanding.We then moved on to primary school where we discussed about the
health and hygiene,good habits to be followed,importance of sports and physical
education,tree plantation,water saving etc.We have stuck the charts in their classrooms such



that they would get a chance to learn from pictures and follow. Volunteers served the food
to the children in the lunch recess.This program ended with the plantation by MPTO Sir in
the school premises.

MPDO Addressing the Gathering at Primary school on Nutrition food.

Food supplying for Students in Primary School Free meals.

DAY-7
Date : 09-02-2020.
Activity :1)Awareness of water harvesting pits.
2)Plastic awareness 3)Valedictory function.



Awareness on water harvesting : We have explained the importance of soak pits as water
conservation is to be given utmost importance nowadays. We explained how rain water can
be harvested and how it in turn helps to increase the ground water level.We have even
made the villagers aware about the government grants for the construction of the water
harvesting pits.

Plastic awareness: We have conducted a plastic awareness rally along with the
collection of plastic into the bags .The collected plastic was given for recycling .We have
instructed the shopkeepers of the village to ban the usage of plastic bags.



Valedictory Programme :It started with the invitation of guests onto the Stage.The guests
were

Smt Beku Neelamma Anjaiah(Sarpanch) Sri Govardhan Reddy(Upasarpanch)
Sri N Manjula Venkatesh Goud(Vice MP) Smt. Swapna(Field Assistant)
Smt. Kalpana( Representative of Women Organization)

It was followed by the certificate distribution to all the volunteers, then the speech by
all the chief guests sharing their views about the seven day special camp.Volunteers have
cited the report of seven day activities as a part of the special camp and they have expressed
their vote of thanks to the village representatives.

PRESS REPORTS



Special camp at PRATAP SINGHARAM NSS Unit 2

Dates:28-01-2020 to 03-02-2020

DAY/DATE DAYS         ACTIVITY CONDUCTED

01/28-01-2

020

Tuesday Inauguration

02/29-01-2

020

Wednesday FN: Rally on Haritha Haram,
AN: plantation programme in identified areas including
high school, and
Evening: field work at Nursery and report writing

03/30-01-2

020

Thursday FN: Visit to school to conduct awareness programs and
a wall painting at ZPHS Pratap singharam.
AN: guest lecture on HIV, AIDS and TB 

04/31-01-2

020

Friday FN:  Door to door survey  
AN: Survey analysis and submission of report to
sarpanch.
EVENING: NSS parade and drill

05/01-02-2

020

Saturday FN: Rally on Ban of Plastic and collection of plastic waste
AN: Workshop on creative skills using pearls



06/02-02-2

020

Sunday FN: Cleaning the slums and wall painting by volunteers
AN: A session by Relare Dappu Prasad a well known
singer to inspire and think on various social issues
through his thought provoking and emotional songs.
EVENING: cultural activities. (on stage performance 

07/03-02-2

020

Monday Rally on Women safety and valedictory.

DAY-1 (28/01/2020)

Inauguration

Day one started with an inauguration of a special camp at Pratap Singharam on 28-01-2020
AN. The programme started at 5.00pm in the evening and was hosted by C. Uma
Maheshwari the Programme officer NSS Unit -II and the other invitees being Sarpanch of
the village Mr. Shiva Shankar, Medipalli SI Amar Singh and the ward members .The
programme was initiated with a welcome song by the volunteers followed by a brief
introduction and the schedule of activities to be undertaken during the camp. Sarpanch
gram panchayat Pratap singaram, and Medipalli PS, SI Amar Singh spoke on this occasion
and extended their cooperation for the smooth conduct of activities for seven days. Later on
the programme officer discussed in detail the schedule of activities to be undertaken for the
six days with the volunteers and divided them into groups to assign the duties and
responsibilities of each and every volunteer for the proper execution of the work as per the
schedule planned. 



               

    



Speech by Sarpanch SHIVA SHANKER on the day of inauguration            

              



Medipally SI AMARSINGH to look after the Police Patroling in the nighttime and security
related matters.

DAY-2 (29/01/2020)

Plantation Program

The day started with a yoga in the morning session later students went on a rally
passing through the streets of Pratap Singharam on Haritha haram ,by screaming out the
slogans on Haritha haram students tried to explain the importance of planting trees and
various hazards which follow by deforestation and cutting down trees. Later the volunteers
along with villagers went on a plantation programme in the identified areas, all the
volunteers along with sarpanch and ward members participated in the plantation
programme. After lunch we went to a nursery and the volunteers undertook cleaning
activity and helped out the people working there in shifting and planting saplings at the
nursery. Finally we visited the fields so that the students will have practical knowledge and
different experiences which they don’t have from the city culture.





 





DAY -3 ( 30/01/2020)

Visit to school to conduct awareness programs

The day started with yoga by the volunteers. Later we visited ZP High School. The schedule
of activities were planned to create awareness on various issues which are as follows:

1) The programme started with a prayer song by Parameshwari from Bcom final year,

2) Our volunteers Lavanya and Haleema gave a brief introduction about NSS and activities
undertaken by Volunteers.

3) A Mime on water conservation was presented by Bcom (G) volunteers and gave a brief
narration about what are the different ways by which we waste water and how we can
prevent them.

4) Skit on wastage of food was performed by Bcom (CA) II year volunteers who have
explained the different ways by which we waste food and how it can be diverted to the
needy.

5) A song on Swatchh Bharath by Mariyam and Sai Malathi from IIyear.

6) A Monoaction on girl child harassment by S.Priyanka who has beautifully and
emotionally depicted how girl child is harassed and cheated and how they cannot let
out their emotions and snub their anger.

7) A folk dance on Batukamma chetlu by Bcom II years describing the importance of
various flowers used in making of batukamma.

8) The programme ended with a folk dance. 

Finally volunteers from Bcom III year have beautifully ended with a wall painting
showing how to keep the surroundings clean.

In the evening session we had an awareness programme on HIV, AIDS and Tuberculosis
to the volunteers by a social worker from MSW .She clearly explained about these diseases
symptoms and preventive measures ,students had a good interaction with her and cleared
all the doubts relating to it.



   



 

  s





DAY -4 (31 /01/2020)

Door to door survey on socio economic and health parameters

Day 4 started with YOGA as usual by the volunteers , after breakfast volunteers were divided
into different groups and went on a door to door survey with a questionnaire which covered
the questions on demographic ,social, economic and health parameters, all the four wards
of the village were covered by the volunteers and we had a good responses from the
villagers. Post lunch we had a gathering for survey analysis and report writing. Each question
was discussed and responses were recorded .By the survey conducted the volunteers could
understand the difficulties faced by the villagers and the needed welfare programmes which
the government should initiate for the wellbeing of the residents of Pratap singaram village.

In the evening session there was a discussion on the cultural activities to be planned
on the sixth day ,each volunteer was given a chance to express her idea in creating a
theme oriented skit or mime or mono action ,all the volunteers came out with different
ideas and they were divided into groups accordingly.



 

    



       



DAY-05(01/02/2020)

Rally on Ban of Plastic and collection of plastic waste

Workshop on creative skills using pearls

Day 5 also started with yoga and after breakfast the volunteers moved on taking a rally on
the ban of plastic with slogans to create awareness on the harmful effects of using plastic
and how it is taking a major role in creating environmental pollution. They have also created
an awareness on the supplements to be used to avoid plastic and protect the environment.

Later the volunteers moved to all the streets of the village to collect the plastic waste in
the big gunny bags and handed them over to the municipality for its proper disposal,
sarpanch and other ward members joined us and appreciated the students efforts in
bringing awareness on the ban of plastic to the villagers.

In the evening session there was a workshop for the volunteers on working with the
pearls in designing bangles earrings and necklace the resource person Mr.R Sharma came
from Saritha Krishna foundation with an NIRD certification to teach and help volunteers in
developing their own skill and talent for self help and creating their own employment.







DAY-06 (02/02/2020)

Cultural activities

Day six started with a Yoga session followed by practice for cultural events on stage. In the
afternoon we had a session by the singer Relare Dappu Prasad. He is a well known folk
singer. We inspired and motivated the students with his speech and songs. He also
entertained the students by teaching them the village people dance with the rythem of
drum(dappu). In the evening session we have planes for a cultural event on the village stage
in the open area. The main theme of cultural event is to create awareness on various social
issues and protection of environment like conservation of water, swachh Bharath,
importance of education, ill effects of drinking habit, importance of parents and how to
share love and affection when they grow old, girl child harassment, importance of farmer,
Ban on plastic etc., all these theme were presented in the form of skits, Monoaction, Mime
and also folk dances. These was a good response from the villagers and they have
appreciated the students for their performances and hard work.

Finally, the programme ended with the presenting medals to all the participants for
their talent and hard work in making the show successful.



  

 

  



 

 



 

 

 



DAY-07 (03-02-2020)

Day 7 started with a YOGA session in the morning followed by a rally on awareness safety.
The rally passed through all the streets of Pratap singaram by saying slogans on protection of
women. This is mainly intended to bring awareness among the girl students and women to
know about the emergency numbers for protection if they are in any danger.

In the afternoon session there was a valedictory function. The chief invitees for the
function being NSS Coordinator Osmania University Prof. Ramulu sir, Chairperson NSS
Principal GDC(W) Begumpet Dr.Yadagiri sir, Sarpanch Gram Panchayat of Pratap Singaram
Mr.Shiva Shankar garu, Medipally village SI Mr.  Amar Singh garu, and other ward members.

The programme officer C. Uma Maheshwari initiated the speech on this occasion and
gave a brief report on the activities undertaken during the camp for a period of seven days.
Then the students were called to share their experiences and gave feedback about the
camp.

The chief guest Prof. Ramulu sir appreciated and congratulated the efforts of the
entire team and also thanked the sarpanch and other ward members for their support and
cooperation. Sarpanch sir, SI and other ward members also appreciated the hard work of the
volunteers for the seven days period and felicitated the PO .C. Uma Maheshwari and the
volunteers.

Finally the programme ended with felicitating the guest and by presenting momentous
and certificate distribution to the students.



 

 





REPORT ON NSS SPECIAL MEGA CAMP

Unit-III at Venkatraopet village, Kaudipally mandal, Medak district

From 22nd January 2020 – 28th January 2020

K. Saritha Rani P.Sravanthi Kumari

NSS-III Programme officer NSS SECRETARY



INTRODUCTION

The aim of the NSS special camp is to educate the people and empower them. With this
motto , the NSS unit – III of GOVERNMENT DEGREE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, Begumpet,
comprising of about 50 students has organized a special camp in VENKATRAOPET village
near NARSAPUR district. The camp has been conducted under the supervision of NSS
program officer Mrs. K. Saritha Rani. The NSS team members divided among themselves in
different groups and conducted a special camp in the VENKATRAOPET village.

Report and analytical outcomes of camp

Venkatraopet   is a small village in Medak district. It has 400 to 500 houses with nearly 2000
people.The observations we have made during camp are

● The volunteers had a very good opportunity and experience.

● Good primary schooling in Venkatraopet.

● No proper roads in the village , RTC facilities are not available to the villagers.

AVAILABLE : 70% ; NOT AVAILABLE: 30%

● It is observed that the sales of toddy and alcohol is more irrespective of age as a

result causing the problem to the ladies.

● There is no proper drainage facility, there are open drainages throughout the village

resulting in the increase of the mosquitoes.

● There is no government hospital in the village so even during the emergency

situations the villagers have to travel the long distances spending more money for

the private hospital services.

PRIVATE : 70% , GOVT : 30%.

● There is no secondary schooling in the village. As a result the students have to travel

to other village for their education.

● There are no enough washrooms for the villagers causing a major trouble to the

ladies in the village.

AVAILABLE : 40% , NOT AVAILABLE: 60%.

● There is no proper ON and OFF process for the water when it is supplied , as the

result so much of the water is being wasted due to the continuous flow.

● It is reported that Most of the villagers are not getting any benefits under the state

and the central government schemes like pension schemes, arogya shree, etc.

● The funds released for the rain harvesting pits aren’t being distributed for the

villagers.

● There is no library and news paper facility available.

Tabular form of the camp plan



S.N
O

DATE PLACE OF
WORK

DETAILS OF WORK

1. 22nd January
2020

venkatraopet Inauguration of the NSS special camp.

2. 23rd January
2020

venkatraopet Yoga.
Swacch bharat rally

3. 24th January
2020

venkatraopet Yoga,
Surveying the village,
General awareness rally.

4. 25th January
2020

venkatraopet Yoga,
Rally on voting rights and cleanliness,
Interaction,
Guest lecture by Prasad sir,
cultural activities with school students.

5. 26th January
2020

venkatraopet Flag hoisting,
Cultural activities,
Distribution of sanitary pads
Again cultural activities and administered by
Prasad sir.

6. 27th January
2020

venkatraopet Yoga,
Shramadaanam,
Plantation of trees.Medical camp,
Cultural activities,
Camp fire

7. 28th January
2020

venkatraopet Yoga,
Meeting with sarpanch,
And discussion about the problems and
solutions of the village problems.

DAY-1 (January 22nd 2020)

All the volunteers reached the camp by afternoon 2 o’clock and started setting up their
amenities and cleaned the surrounding area as cleanliness starts with our own place.

The UNIT – III has inaugurated the camp in the presence of chief guest sarpanch garu
and village heads and NSS program officer K. Saritha Rani.

And then the unit volunteers are divided into teams for starting their different works at
the camp for the next day.



DAY-2 (January 23rd 2020)

The second day we started off with doing yoga as personal fitness is the first and foremost
thing one must take care of before they intend to serve.We organized Swacch bharat
campaign in venkatraopet village with the motto ONE STEP TOWARDS CLEANLINESS. Many
volunteers actively too initiative towards the cleanliness of the village and also creating



awareness among the villagers.Many villagers took the forward step in keeping their village
clean and hygiene.

DAY-3(January 24th 2020)

The third day we started off with yoga. All the NSS volunteers started their survey in
venkatraopet village through door-door visit with a group of 7 members with teams covering



many houses. A survey regarding the problems and general things in venkatraopet village
was done to find and understand the basic problems and needs of the villagers. There was a
good interaction with the villagers by all the volunteers. During the survey, NSS volunteers
got very useful information regarding education, sanitation, anganwadi maintenance and
other things. At the end of the day , the team gathered and discussed about the day’s
activity and the results of the survey.

DAY-4(January 25th 2020)

Day 4 started off with the yoga, followed by rally on voting rights and cleanliness, many of
the villagers took the active participation in the rally and followed the volunteers. Later on
there was an interaction with the students in venkatraopet village and also there was an
interaction programme with the villagers. This was followed by a guest lecture by Prasad sir
regarding the NSS song and other cultural activities that can be done to enlighten the
villagers and ourselves.Later the team conducted the cultural activities to the students in the
village.



DAY-5(January 26th 2020)
This was the republic day, so all the volunteers energetically took part in the flag hoisting
and other cultural programs done by the villagers.Later the prizes were distributed for the
winners of the cultural activities.

Later the students spread awareness about the period sanitation that is collaborated
with the Apna foundation and distributed the biodegradable sanitary pads for the villagers
creating awareness about the harms caused by the plastic to the society.



DAY-6  (January 27th 2020)
Day-6 started off with yoga,followed by Shramadanam where all the volunteers actively
participated in plantation of trees following the motto to go green,even the villagers took an
active part along with the volunteers.This was followed by medical camp where the general
check up like B.P ,and the basic health of the villagers was monitored.Later a cultural
program,administered by Relare Prasad sir,was organized where all the volunteers
performed skits,dances and songs creating awareness about the trending problems in that
village.



DAY-7(January 28th 2020)

The last day of the camp started off with yoga after that there was a meeting with the
Sarpanch where we discussed the problems and solutions of the villagers which was
followed by VALIDICTORY FUNCTION where the certificates were issued to the volunteers.
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DAY – 1(JANUARY 22nd 2020):

● We, the NSS volunteers, joined our hands to serve and create awareness about hygiene
and cleanliness and other social activities in Ahmednagar, Narsapur.

● We started the day with the inauguration at 10 am as a chief guest Mrs.Lalitha Guru
(Sarpanch) and Mr.Madhava Reddy garu (Upa Sarpanch).They wholeheartedly said that
“they are ready to help and support us in our activities which promotes development of
the village”

● Our NSS programme officer Dr.A.Madhuri mam spoke few words about our NSS
activities which will be held in the following days

● In the evening we started a rally on creating awareness about NSS.

Inauguration program



Rally on NSS

Awareness program by Murali Mohan, Director, Sadhana NGO.



DAY – 2(23rd January2020):

SURVEY:

Volunteers conducted a survey in Ahmed Nagar, Narsapur. They divided into two groups and
went to each house and we enquired them about the following details:

1) Head of the family?

2) Are they giving vaccination to the children who are below 5 years old or not?

3) About their education?

4) Are they getting any govt schemes or not?

5) The problems which they are facing in the village?

We made a note of all these problems and we tried our best to convey those problems to
the Sarpanch and take some prevention measures to solve them.

Survey by volunteers



DAY – 3 (24th JANUARY 2020):

This day started with yoga and meditation at 6:00 am. Volunteers have performed
Pranayama – breathing techniques for 40 min. Later it was followed by an NSS song. By
9:00am we started Swachh Bharath till 12:30 pm. The next activity was followed by Apna
Green Products, by an NGO this firm was established by Mrs. Aruna. They are working for
menstrual hygiene. They have enlightened the volunteers regarding usage of biodegradable
sanitary pads. Meanwhile, Sarpanch of Ahmed Nagar Mrs. Lalitha garu and Mr Rahul,
Sadhana NGO has visited the camp. He has shared his new idea of “whistle revolution” with
volunteers. In this he said that when women are in danger, if they call someone, it may take
more time to get proper help instead if they blow the whistle (the person in need) others
can get alerted and can reach the place at the earliest. He also encouraged students for
social work. He remarked that due to social work he lost his family but instead he got many
thousands of families.

Under the supervision of Mrs.Aruna from Apna Green products, volunteers have done
“donate a pad” programme. In this programme, volunteers have paid Rs. 15 each and
donate a bio-degradable pad to each woman in the village. They asked the villagers to use
the pad and share the experience.

In the evening around 5:30 PM volunteers have started the rally on women
empowerment on the occasion of International Girls Day, volunteers have revised slogans
on protection and empowerment of girls.

Children, Sarpanch, Upasarpanch and ward members have come to the Kashir (centre
of the village). NSS volunteers have started the programme. In this they have started with
NSS Song, followed by skits on “Importance of Education for Women”.

Ms.Ramya had sung song “Aaadapillanamm Anenu Aadapillanaani”, villagers were more
attracted by this song.

Again one more skit was done by volunteers showing the difference between an
educated woman and uneducated women.

Village Women have actively participated in Bathukamma celebrations.

Swachh bharat program by volunteers at Kashir and other parts of village



Donate a Pad program

Awareness program by Mr. Rahul, Secretary from Sadhana NGO.



Rally on International Girls Day



DAY – 4 (25th JANUARY2020):

We the NSS volunteers conducted a survey on the construction of toilets which are
sanctioned by the government this survey includes:

1) Whether the toilets are constructed or not?

2) Whether they are using the toilets after construction of toilets are not?

And also we created awareness on the benefits of using toilets and health issues due to
open defecation.

Next we took a rally and raised the slogans on right to vote. There we conducted the
competitions (singing and dancing) for children. After these competitions one of our
volunteers has sung a song on NSS. Followed by skit on HIV/AIDS, It’s all about what is
HIV/AIDS? causes of HIV/AIDS and the awareness among the people that it is not a
contagious disease.

Thereafter another skit was performed on the importance of “Right to vote”. Related to
this a song was sung by one of our volunteers.

It ended with a message that everyone should utilize their right to vote in a proper
manner.

Finally, our NSS programme officer Dr.A.Madhuri mam shared some information with
the villagers about the benefits of using Apna green products which is the biodegradable
sanitary pads. They are made from bamboo pulp along with organic cotton, these pads are
safe and secure and prevent us from health issues, she also said to villagers free from plastic.

Then the villagers spoke about liquor consumption in their village. At last the
programme ended with Bathukamma.

Bathukamma celebrations





DAY – 5 (26th JANUARY 2020):

The NSS volunteers went for the flag hoisting in the morning around 9:00am and we sang
the National Anthem. On the account of republic day, the NSS volunteers conducted various
programmes like running, quiz and kho-kho. The children participated very actively in the
competitions. In the afternoon we conducted a cricket match competition for youth men on
the ground.

In the evening there was a Rangoli competition for women and children. The
competition was conducted to outshine their creative skills.

The singing competition was conducted to the women and the skit was performed by
prohibition of liquor.

Republic day celebrations Literacy program in school

Interaction with village women on Liquor ban



DAY – 6 (27th JANUARY 2020):

In the evening, the NSS volunteers started the programme with an NSS song by our
volunteers. Chief Guest Relare Prasad was welcomed to the programme. Sir gave
information on Government schemes related to poor people. He advised the villagers to
make use of those schemes. He entertained everyone with folk songs. All the volunteers
actively participated in singing songs. At last the programme ended with dappu dance.



DAY – 7 (28th JANUARY 2020):

In the morning around 11:00am there was a valedictory function for the Chief Guest.
Mrs.Lalitha garu-Sarpanch, Madhava Reddy Garu- Upasarpanch. An NSS song was sung by
our volunteers one of the volunteers spoke a few words about the 7 days activity and her
experience in the village. The certificates and momentos were given to the volunteers and
prizes also were distributed to the competition winners which were conducted

Valedictory function


